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Tutte generalized some well-known coloring problems of graph theory as a 
single geometric problem about the existence of a tangential Z-block in PC@, 2) 
and solved the geometric problem up to the 5-dimensional case [7]. In this 
paper the 6-dimensional case of the problem is solved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let PG(n, 2) be the finite projective space of dimension IZ over the 
Galois field GF(2). Let k be a positive integer. A nonempty set /3 of points in 
PG(n, 2) is called a k-block in PG(n, 2) if its dimension is at least k and 
,9 n En-k # 0, for every (n - k)-space En-k in PG(n, 2). A k-block B 
is minimal iff no proper subset of /3 is a k-block. Let .4 be a nonnull subset 
of PG(n, 2). Let (d) denote the space generated by the points in d and 
dim(d) denote the dimension of (d). Again, if d, and d, are any two 
subsets in PG(n, 2), then d, - d, denotes the set of points which is in 4, , 
but not in d, ; I d, 1 denotes the number of points in d, . Let p be a 
k-block in PG(n, 2) and d be a nonempty subset of /3; if dim(d) < n - k, 
we define the tangent of d in /3, denoted by t(A), as any (n - k)-space, 
say ZnPk, such that A C .&.+ and /3 n Znerc C (A). If A = (A,, A, ,..., A,}, 
then t(A) will also be denoted by t(A, , A2 ,..., A&. A nonnull subset /3 
in PG(n, 2) is said to be a tangential k-block iff /3 is a k-block and every 
nonnull subset of /3, of dimension <n - k, has a tangent in /?. Let q 
be a positive integer. A q-stigm in PG(n, 2) is defined to be a set of q 
points in a (q - 2)-space of PG(n, 2) such that each q - 1 elements of the 
set are linearly independent. An odd stigm is a q-stigm for which q is an 
odd integer 33. If /3 is a k-block in PG(n, 2) and St is an odd stigm 
contained in /3, then we say that St is an odd stigm of p. Now we have the 
following results. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1 [7]. Every tangential k-block is minimal. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [7]. Every k-block contains an odd stigm. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [7]. The odd stigms are the minimal I-blocks. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 [7]. Let /3 be a k-block of dimension d in PG(n, 2) 
and let Z,-,+, be a subspace of dimension d - k + 1. Then /3 n Z,_,+, 
contains an odd stigm. 
There exist tangential 2-blocks of dimensions 2, 3, and 5, called Fano 
block, Desargues block, and Petersen block, respectively. A tangential 
2-block of dimension 4 does not exist [7]. 
Tutte’s Conjecture. The only tangential 2-blocks in PG(n, 2) are the 
Fano, Desargues, and Petersen blocks. 
An affirmative answer to Tutte’s conjecture would give an affirmative 
answer to the Four-Color Conjecture, a special case of Hadwiger’s 
conjecture, and Tutte’s conjecture on Tait Coloring [7]. 
In the following definitions and propositions, n denotes a positive 
integer 33, unless it is mentioned otherwise. 
DEFINITION. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block in PG(n, 2). 
Let .Z, be an m-space, where 0 < m < m - 1. A point X of &, is said 
to be an attenuation point for /3 with respect to Zfl iff (i) X # /? and (ii) 
X # S, + Sz , for any two distinct points S, and S, of /3 - Zm. 
PROPOSITION 1.5 [4]. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block 
and .Zm be an m-space in PG(n, 2), where 1 < m < n - 1. Let X E &,, . 
Then X is an attenuation point for p with respect to Zm provided there exists 
a nonempty subset A of /I n Zl, such that 
(i) dim(A) < n - 3. 
(ii) X E t(A) and X $ (A), 
(iii) X E t(A u {S}), VS E /3 - Zm . 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block and 
&, be an m-space in PG(n, 2), where 3 < m < n - 1. Let .& be a 2-space 
in Z+,, . Also, let Xe&, o #AC/3nZm, dim(A) <n-3 and 
<A)n&= o. NOW, ifpn(Au{x’))-(A) f m, VX’EZ-{X}, 
then (i) X is an attenuation point for p with respect to Zm , and (ii) V Y E (A), 
X + Y is also an attenuation point for fl with respect to &, . 
Proof The proof follows immediately from Proposition 1.5. 
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DEFINITION. Let fi be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block and Z, be 
an m-space in PG(n, 2) where 1 < m < n - 1. Let X be an attenuation 
point for /3 with respect to Z,,, and A be a nonempty subset of /3 n Z, . 
Then A is said to induce the attenuation point X iff A and X satisfy the 
three conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Proposition 1.5. 
DEFINITION. Let fl be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block and ,Z,+, 
an (n - 1)-space in PG(n, 2). Let A be a nonempty subset of /3 n Z,-, , 
where dim(A) = d < n - 3. Then A is called a polarizing set for p with 
respect to Z,-, iff there exist three (d + l)-spaces pi+1 , i = I, 2, 3, such 
that (i) A C &+I , Vi E { 1,2, 3}, and (ii) /3 - En-, C ut, pi+1 . 
PROPOSITION 1.7 [4]. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-b&k 
and Z+, an (n - l)-space in PG(n, 2). Let A be a nonempty subset of 
/3 n Z,,-1 . Then A is a polarizing set for r8 with respect to .ZaF1 provided 
(i) A induces a set U of attenuation points with respect to Z,-, such 
that dim(A u U) = n - 3, and 
(ii) t(A) $l Zc,-, . 
If A is a polarizing set of dimension d for an n-dimensional tangential 
2-block /3 with respect to an (n - l)-space &I , then the three (d + l)- 
spaces as mentioned in the definition of polarizing sets will be denoted 
by &+,(A), i = 1, 2, 3; if A = {A, , A, ,..., A,), then pi+,(A) will also be 
denoted by &+&I, , A, ,..., A,). Note that the points of /3 - Z, are 
distributed among p’ d+l(A), i = 1, 2, 3. If SE /3 - Z,,, , then SE pi+,(A), 
for some i E (1, 2, 31. Suppose S and S’ are two distinct points of p - I& ; 
then S and S’ E pi+,(A), i E { 1, 2, 3) 0 S + S’ E {A). 
PROPOSITION 1.8 [4]. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block 
in PG(n, 2) where n >, 4. Let En-, be any (n - I)-space in PG(n, 2). Then 
I B - &-, I 2 5. 
PROPOSITION 1.9 [4]. Let t?I be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block 
and Znm2 be an (n - 2)-space in PG(n, 2). Let TV , rz , and r3 be the three 
(n - I)-spaces which are on Z+, and in PG(n, 2). Let P c ,6 A &-, , 
and r, and r2 be two positive odd integers such that 5 < ri < 7, i = 1, 2. 
Let Sti be a r,-stigm of /3 in TV such that Sti n ,Z,-, = {P}, Vi E { 1, 2). 
If Xi = (S&) n ZnpZ, i = 1,2, then hi $C Xi , {i, j} = {1,2}. 
PROPOSITION 1.10 [4]. Let /3 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block 
in PG(n, 2), where n 2 3. Let St, = {P, A, , A, ,..., AZm}, St, = {P, B, , B,} 
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and St, = (P, C, , C,}, where 1 < m < n/2 and Sti $ (St,), i = I, 2. 
Then dim(lJFzl Sti> = 2m + 1. 
Let /I be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block in PG(n, 2) where n > 2. 
In our investigation of a hypothetical tangetial 2-block p, we use the 
following notations. 
Let P E /3 and n(P) denote a tangent of P. Then n(P) is an (n - 2)-space 
in PG(n, 2). There are exactly three (n - 2)-spaces on n(P) and we denote 
them by TV, i = 1, 2, 3. Then by Proposition 1.4, each TV, i E { 1, 2, 31, 
has an odd stigm of p, containing P; we denote this odd stigm of /3 in 
T,(P) by Sti(P), i = 1,2, 3. We denote the space (S&(P)) n n(P) by 
X,(P), i = I, 2, 3. 
DEFINITION. Let p be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block in PC@, 2), 
where n > 2. Let P E /3 and St,(P) be a r,-stigm, where ri is a positive odd 
integer and ri > 3, i = 1, 2, 3. Then St,(P), St,(P), and St,(P) are said 
to constitute a (r 1 , r2 , r&-tangential stigm system with respect to P. 
PROPOSITION 1.11 [4]. Let /3 be apt n-dimensional tangential 2-block, 
where n > 2. (i) If P E ,8, then P has a (rl , r2 , r,)-tangential stigm system 
for some odd positive integers r1 , rz , and r3 , where ri > 3, i = 1, 2, 3. 
(ii) Let u be a permutation on { 1, 2, 3) and ri be an odd integer 23, for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Then the existence (or nonexistence) of a (rl , r2 , r,)-tangential 
stigm system with respect to a point P of /3 implies the existence (or non- 
existence) of (r,(,) , r,,cz) , r,(,,)-tangential stigm system with respect to 
the point P. 
PROPOSITION 1.12 [4]. Let ,B be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block 
in PG(n, 2), where n > 4. If there exists a (3, 3, 3)-tangential stigm system 
with respect to each point of /3, then dim@> > 7. 
2. SIX DIMENSIONS 
We now investigate into the existence of tangential 2-block of 
dimension 6. In the following investigation /3 will always denote a 6-dimen- 
sional tangential 2-block in PG(6,2). First, we have the following results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P E p and Sti(P) = (P, Ai, Bi, Ci, Di}, i = 1,2,3, 
where A, + B, = A, + Bz = A, + B, , 
(i) If a1 = {A, B} and cyz = {C, D), and {X, Y) C oli , i E {1,2}, 
then X, + Y, # kP + 2, , VZ, E St,(P) - (PI, k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). 
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(ii) Neither A, + A, + A, nor Cl + C, + C, belongs to (&, X,(P)>. 
(iii) (& St,(P)) is a 5-space. 
Proof. (i) Suppose (i) is false. Since we can interchange the letters 
A and B and the letters C and D, we assume w.1.o.g. that A, + A2 = 
kP + 2,) k = 0 or 1 (mod 2) and 2, E St,(P) - {P}. Then A, + B2 = 
k’P + Z,‘, k’ = 0 or 1 (mod 2) and 2,’ E St,(P) - {P, Z,}, whence we 
deduce that t(P, C,) n ({A, , A,, Bz}) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Hence the proof of (i) follows. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) follows immediately from (i). 
(iii) By (ii), A, + A, + A, and C, + Cz + C, ET(P) - <LJf=, hi(P)). 
Since n(P) is a 4-space and (&, hi(P)) is a 3-space, it follows that 
(4 + A, + AJ + (Cl + C, + C,) E <Uf=, W)> and hence A, + C, E 
<&, X,(P)>. Since A, + Bl = A, + B, = A, + B, , and hi(P) # h,(P), 
i#j,Vi,j~{1,2,3}byProposition1.9,A,+C,=U,+~~++~+V,, 
where U E {A, B} and YE {C, D}. W.1.o.g. assume that A, + C, = 
A, + C, + U, + V, . Then A, + D, = A, + D: + U, + V’, . Assert 
that 3X, E St,(P) - {P}, such that X, E (ub, Sti). Suppose the assertion 
is false. Then t(P, A, , U, , VJ n ((AZ, C, , D&) = 0, which is a contra- 
diction. Thus, the assertion is true; hence, it follows that St,(P) C 
<lJf=, Sti). But (Ut=, St;) is a 5-space. SO (& Sti(P)) is a 5-space. 
LEMMA 2.2. If P E fl and St,(P) = {P, Ai, Bi , Ci , Di>, i = 1, 2, 3, 
then (&, St& is a 5-space. 
Proof. First, we assert that x,(P) n x,(P) is a line through P, where 
i # j, i and j E { 1, 2, 3). Suppose the assertion is false. Then because of 
Proposition 1.9, we ge by rearranging the suffixes that X,(P) n h,(P) = {P}. 
so, <!Ji=, St,(P)> is a B-space. Therefore, VX, E St,(P) - {P}, 
X, E (lJf=, St,(P)) and hence X, = kP + Xl + X2 , Xi E St,(P) - {P}, 
i = 1, 2, k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). W.1.o.g. assume that A, = k,P + Al + A, , 
k, = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Now B3 = k,P + X, + X2, for some 
Xi E S&(P) - {P}, k, = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Clearly, {X1, X,} # {A,, A,}. 
W.1.o.g. let B3 = k2P + Xi + B2. Assert that X, # A, . If possible, let 
x, = A,. Then k, # k, , for, otherwise, f(B, , C, , C, , D2) n 
({A,, A,, B,}) = .a, which leads to a contradiction. W.1.o.g. assume that 
A3 = P + A, + A2 and B3 = A, + B, . Thus A, + B3 = C, + D2 
and C, + D, = A2 + B, ; hence C, = ksP + Y, + Y, and D, = k4P + 
Y1 + 2,) where ki = 0 or 1 (mod 2), i = 3,4, Y, E St,(P) - {P} and 
{ Yz , 2,) is either (A,, BJ or {C, , D,). But (Y, , .Z,> = (A*, B,) 3 
k3=k4~t(C2,D,,z,,W,>n({Y,,A,,B,})= %, where Z,# WI 
and 2, and W, iSt,(P) - {P, Y,}, which leads to a contradiction. So, 
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(Yz , Z,} = (C, , Dz}. Again, Y, = A, => &(P) = X,(P), which is contrary 
to Proposition 1.9. W.1.o.g. assume that C, = P + C, + C, and 
D, = C, + D, . Then t(B, , A,, D2, C,) n ({A,, A,, B3:) = o, which 
is a contradiction. This contradiction is due to the assumption that 
XI = A, . Thus X, # A, . So, w.1.o.g. assume that B3 = k,P f B, + B2, 
k, = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Similarly, we get w.1.o.g. that C, = k,P + C, + C, 
and D, = k,P + D, + D2, where ki = 0 or 1 (mod 2), i = 3, 4. Clearly, 
two elements of {kJi E (1, 2, 3, 4)) are different. Hence, w.1.o.g. we 
have A, = P + A, + A,, B, = B, + B2 , C, = k,P + C, f C, , and 
D3 = k,P + D, + D, . Then t(C, D1, C, , D3) n ({A,, B, , A,)) = c. 
This is a contradiction which is due to the assumption that h,(P) n 
&(P) = {P}. Hence hi(P) n h,(P) is a line through P, where i and j are 
any two distinct elements of (1,2, 3). 
Now we show that (& Sti(P)) is a 5-space. Since X,(P) n h,(P) is 
a line through P, (&, Sti(P)) is a 5-space. So, we need to show that 
St,(p) c (& sti(P)j. rf &, hi(p) * is a line through P, then interchanging, 
if necessary, the letters A, B, C, and D, we get w.1.o.g. that A, + Bl = 
A, + B, = A, + B, and hence, by Lemma 2.1, (us=, St,(P)) is a 5-space. 
Now we assume that &, A,(P) = (P}. Then w.1.o.g. assume that 
A,+B,=Az+B,, A,+D1=A,+D,, and A,+C2=A3+C3. 
We now observe that 3X, E St,(P) - {PI such that X, E (UT=, St,(P)), 
for, otherwise, HP, B1, A2 , D2) n ({A, , B, , C,}) = m ; hence it follows 
that St,(P) C (& St,(P)). This completes the proof. 
Let P E /3, St,(P) = {P, A,, Bi, Ci, Di}, i = 1,2, where A, + B, = 
A, + Bz and & = (& St,(P)). Es is a 5-space. Let ai = (Ai, Bi} and 
yi = {Ci , Di}, i = 1,2. 
Let 
4 = {Xl + x2 I Xl E % , x2 E Y21, 
A2 = {Xl + x2 I Xl EYl, x2 E 0121, 
A, = {kP + Xl + X2 [ Xi E ai, i E {1,2}, k = 0 or 1 (mod 2)}, 
d,={kP+XI+X,/Xi~yi,i~{1,2),k=Oor1(mod2)}, 
4 = {Xl + Yl + x2 IXlE%, YlEYl, X2EY21 
43 = Wl + Yl + x2 I x E % 3 y, E 71, x2 E %I 
4 = Wl + x2 + y2 I XI E El, x‘2 E 012, y2 E y2) 
4 = {Xl + x2 + Y2lXl EYl,X2E 012 3 YzEY2) 
A, = {P + Xl + X2 1 Xi E 01~ or Xi E yi , i E {l, 2)). 
Using the above notations, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3 (i). If P + Xi $ p, VXi E St,(P) - {p], Vi E (1,2], then 
p n Z5 - Ufcl Sri(P) C U$ di . 
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(ii) Let {X, , YI) = {A,, BI} when {X, , Y,) = {C, , D,) and 
WI , YJ = {Cl , Dd when {X2 , YJ = {4,BJ. V Xl + -5 E A then 
both X, + Yz and YI + X, are attenuation points with respect to .Es . 
(iii) I /3 n Ai / < 2, Vi E {1,2}; also, if S, and S, are two distinct 
pointsof/3nAi,iE(1,2>,thenSI+S, = P. 
(iv) IfBn4# 0, i E (1,2}, then each point of Aj u A, u A, 
is an attenuation point with respect to zh, where {j, k} = {5,7} when 
i = 1 and {j, k) = {6,8} when i = 2. 
69 I rS n (4 u Aj u &)I < 1, WA 4 E {{3,6,7), (4, 5, W; also, 
if 1 fl IT (Ai U Aj U Ak)l = 1, {i,j, k} E ((3, 6,7), (4, 5, S}}, then each point 
of Ai u Aj u A, - /3 is an attenuation point with respect to Z; . 
Proof. (i) Proof of (i) is obvious. 
(ii)-( Let {Xi, Yi) = {Ai, Bi} when (Xi, Yj) = {Cj, Dj}, 
{i,,j} = {1,2}. Now let X, + X, E /?. Then t(P, Z,) n ({XI , X, , Yz}) = 
Cc + y,), W E St,(p) - {p, Xl , yd; WI , ZJ n WI , x2 , yd> = 
{Xl + YJY where {WI , .%I = St,(p) - P, xl , Yd; t(p, ZJ n 
{Xl , Y, , Xd> = { Y, + X2), V-G E St,(P) - V’, X2 , Yd; and Wz , Z,) n 
ix, , Yl , X,D = i Yl + J’J, where i W,, -&I = SW) - V, X2 , Yd. 
Hence the proof of (ii)- follows from Proposition 1.6. 
(v). First, we assume that /? n (A, u A, u A,) # m and let 
SE /3 n (A, u A, u A,). Since we can interchange the letters A and B, 
the letters C and D, and the sets {A, B} and {C, D}, we assume w.1.o.g. that 
SE{~P+A,+A,,A,+C,+A,,A,+A,+ C,j,k=Oor 1 (mod2). 
NOW S = kp + A, + A, * t(p, Xl, Y,) n <{A,, A,, &I) = {A, + B,;, 
VX, E {Cl ,D3, VY, E {C, , &I, and also, t(G , DO n (VI , A, , B,D = 
(A, + kAz + (k + 1) B,), Vi E { 1,2). Hence by Proposition 1.6, we deduce 
that each element of A, u A, u A, - {S) is an attenuation point with 
respect to Z;. Again, let S = A, + C, + A, ; then t(P, C, , X,) n 
<{A,, 4, &D = {A, + B’L), vX2 E {G, &I, and t(p, 4, X2) n 
({A, , AZ, B,}) = {A, + A,}, VX, E {C, ,D3; hence, it follows that each 
element of A, u A, u A, - {S) is an attenuation point with respect to Es . 
Finally, let S = A, + A, + C, ; then t(P, X, , C,) n ({A,, A,, B,}) = 
U, + &I, VX, E {Cl , Dd and t(P, Xl, f),) n <iA, , A,, &I) = iA, + A,), 
VX, E {C, , D1}; hence it follows that each element of A, u A, u A, - (5’) 
is an attenuation point with respect to Zs . So, if {i, j, k} = (3, 6, 7}, 
then \j3n(AiuA,uAk)l <l; also, if I/3n(AiuAjuA,)l = 1, 
(i, j, k) = (3, 6, 71, then each element of Ai u Aj u A, - /3 is an 
attenuation point with respect to Zb . Similarly, we prove that (v) is true 
when {i, j, k} = (4, 5, 8). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.4. If P E /3, then (5, 5, 5)-tangential stigm system does not 
exist with respect to P. 
Proof: If possible, let P E /3 and Sti(P) = {P, Ai , Bi, Ci , Of>. 
i = 1,2, 3. Then by Lemma 2.2, (& SQP)) is a 5-space. Because 
of Proposition 1.9, we observe that h,(P) n h,(P) is a line through P, 
and hence w.1.o.g. we assume that A, + BL = A, + B2. Clearly, 
<Uf=, S&(P)) is a 5-space; so, St,(P) - {P} Z /3 n (& St,(P)) n TV C 
uf=, di . We can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D, 
the sets {A, B} and {C, D}, and the suffixes 1 and 2 of Sti(P)‘s, and hence 
by virtue of Lemma 2.3, we assume w.1.o.g. that St,(P) = (P, A, + A,, 
B, + C, , Cl + G , D, + A,). 
Let Z; = (&St,(P)), 8, = t(A, , C,) and 0, = t(B2, &). Note 
that 0, does not meet the line (B, , C, , B, + C,}, Vi E {1,2), so, Gi Q Zs , 
Vi~{l,2).Now,~ln~~Bl,C,,D,~~={~l+D,j,~ln~(Dl,A,,B,);?= 
{Dl + B,}, and ({A,, C, , D, + B, , B, + I&}) is a 3-space in Z; . Again 
4 n (64, 4, W = {A, + CA, 0, n GG 3 4, 4) = {Cl + 41, 
and ((Bz , Dz, AI + C, , C, + A,}) is a 3-space in Z; . Hence by Propo- 
sitions 1.6 and 1.7, we deduce that {A, , C,) and (B, , Dz} are both 
polarizing sets with respect to & . Again, t(P, Bz , C, + C,) n 
({A,, 4 , Cl)> = {A, + Cl> and 0, Cl, & + CJ n <G%, G , &D = 
{B, + Dz); hence it follows from Proposition 1.6 that A, + C, and 
B, + D, are both attenuation points with respect to Z; . 
By Proposition I .8, 1 p - Zb I 3 5. Let SI E /I - & . i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
where the S’s are all distinct. Since A, + C, and Bz + Dz are both 
attenuation points with respect to Zs , Si + Sj 6 {A, + C, , Bz + Da}, 
Vi and j E (1,2, 3,4, 5}, i # j. So, considering the distribution of S’s 
among p&A, , C,), j = 1, 2, 3, and rearranging, if necessary, the suffixes 
of S’s and the superscripts of p&A,, Q’s, we assume w.1.o.g. that S, 
and S, E pzl(A1 , C,) and S, and S, E pz2(A, , C,). So S, + S, and 
S, + S., E {A,, C,}, and hence w.1.o.g. we assume that S, and 
S, E TV - T(P) and S, and S, E TV - n(P). Now considering the 
distribution of S1 , S, , S, , and S, among p&B, , D,), j = 1, 2, 3, we 
observe the 3i and j, i # j, i and j E { 1, 2, 3,4) such that Si and 
Sj E pz”(B, , D,), for some k E { 1, 2, 3). Since Si + Sj # Bz + Dz , it 
follows that {i, j} f {I, 3) and {i,,j} # {2,4}, hence Si + Sj E TV - T(P); 
but Si + Si E {Bz , D,} C TV - T(P). This is a contradiction. Hence 
the proof follows. 
Let P E p and St,(P) = {P, AI , BI , C, , DI} and St,(P) = (P, Ai , B,), 
i = 2,3, where P + X, $ p, VX, E St,(P) - {P}. Because of Proposition 1.10, 
<&St,(P)) is a 5-space and hence (h,(P) u {A, + A,, A, + As}) 
is a 4-space. 
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Let 
O(1, 1, i) = {Xl + Yl + Xi 1 Xj and Yi ESPY - {I’}, 
j E (1, i>, Xl i; YJ, i E {2,3}, 
O(1, 1, 2, 3) = (XI + Y, + X, + X, I Xi and Yi E St,(P) - (P], 
iE{l, 2, 3), x, # Y,). 
Using the above notations, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) If S, , S, , S, and S, are four distinct points of /? - X+’ 
then Si + Sj f Sn: + SL , where {i, j, k, I> = { 1,2, 3,4}. 
(ii) If X, + Xi E ,l3, Xj E S&(P) - (P), j E { 1, i>, i E {2,3), then (a) 
V Y, E St,(P) - (P, XJ, j E { 1, i}, X, + Yi and Y, + Xi are both attenuation 
points with respect to .Zs’, and (b) /3 n 00, 1, i) C (X1 + Y1 + X,), for 
some Y, E St,(P) - (P, X1). 
(iii) I /I n O(1, i)l < 2 and / fl n d(1, 1, i)i < 1, Vi~(2, 3); and 
I P n A(2,3)1 < 1. 
(iv) 0-P n 41, i) # o,f orsomeiE{2,3},then/3nA(l, 1,2,3)= o. 
Also, if,9 n A(l, i) # m, Vie(2, 3}, then /3 n A(2, 3) = o. 
(v) If p n (d(1, i) u d(1, 1, i))l > 2, i E (2, 3), then I /3 n (d(1, j) u 
d(1, 1, j))l < 1, where {i,j] = (2, 3). 
Proof. (i) Let S, , S, , S, and S, be four distinct points of ,% - &‘. 
If possible, let S, + S, = S, + S, . Then {S, + S, , S, + S, , S, + SJ is 
a line, say 1, contained in z5’. Now it is easy to check that 34 C fl n Z5’ 
such that A # o and t(A) n I = 0, whence it follows that t(A) n 
({S, , S, , S,>) = O; but this leads to a contradiction. Hence the proof 
of (i) follows. 
(ii)-( Let X; and Yj ES$(P) - {P>, Xj # Yj, j~{l, 2, 3). 
LetiE{2,3)andk=Oor1(mod2).ThenX,+XiEB=>t(U,,~~,kX,)n 
({XI, Z1, X,Z) = {Z + X,}, where {i, t> = (2, 3) and {CT,, V, , Z,} = 
SW) - {P, XJ. Again Xl + Yl + Xi E B => WI , U,) n ({Xi , X, + Y,, 
X, + VI)> = {Xl + VI + Xi>, where (4 , VII = St,(P) - {P, Xl , I’,). 
Hence the proof of (ii), (iii) and the first part of (iv) follow. 
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Let g n d( 1, i) # ia, Vi E (2, 3}. W.1.o.g. assume that A, f A, and 
X, + A, E /3, for some X, E St,(P) ~ (P]. W.1.o.g. assume that 
x, E {A, 3 &:- Then t(C, , Di) n ({P, A,, A,}) = {A, A B,j and 
t(Cl , D1, Xl + AJ n ({P, A,, A,)) = {A, + B&. If X1 = A,, then 
t(C, , Dl) n ({A,, A,, As}) = {A, + As}. Hence, Xi = A, * A, + A, 
and A,+B,$P. If X1=&, then t(C1, Bi) n ({B, , B, , As}) = 
{B, + A3}. Hence X1 = B1 * AZ t A, and A, + B, # /3. Thus the proof 
of the second part of (iv) follows. 
(v) W.1.o.g. let 1 /3 n (d(1, 2) u d(1, 1, 2))1 > 2. W.1.o.g. we have 
the following two cases by (ii) and (iii). 
Case 1. A,+A,andB,+B,Efl. 
Case 2. A,+A,andA,+B,+A,Efi 
Note that / j3 - Zs;* 1 >, 5 by Proposition 1.8. Let p = (S + s’ / S 
and S’ E /3 - &‘}. If possible, let I /3 n(d(1, 3) u 41, 1, 3))1 >, 2. Then 
by (ii) and (iii) we have w.1.o.g. either (a) X, + A, and Y, + B3 E /‘3, 
X1 f Y, , X1 and Y, E St,(P) - {P} or (b) X, + A, and Xi + Y, t A, E /3, 
Xl # Y, , Xl and Y, E St(P) - {P}. 
Now proceeding as in the proof of (ii) and (iii) of this lemma, we can 
show by Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 that in both the cases 1 and 2 EK and 
X’ E {A, , Bi} and Y and Y’ E (C, , Dl> such that X # X’, Y Z Y’, and 
{X, Y} and {X’, Y’> are both polarizing sets with respect to &‘; and then 
considering the distribution of points of /3 - Z;’ among pZi(X, Y), 
i = 1, 2, 3, and among pZi(X’, Y’), i = 1, 2, 3, we observe that 
p 6 (St,(P)). Now we consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. Let A, + A, and Bl + B, E /3. Then either X, f A, and 
Y, + B, E /3 or X1 + A, and X, + Y, + A, E p, X1 # Y, , X1 and 
Y, E St,(P) - (PI. Then we have Table I. Since we can interchange A, 
and Bl as well as C, and D, , we conclude from Table I that in case 1, 
34 C /3 n Z;l such that d is a polarizing set with respect to &’ (by 
Propositions 1.6 and 1.7), and l(d) n (St,(P))/ = 1. Also, we have 
p C (St,(P)). Now, as we consider the distribution of points in /3 - Zs’ 
among p3i(d), i = 1,2, 3, we arrive at a contradiction by (i) of this 
lemma. So, 1 /3 n d(1, i)l 3 2 * I fl n (d(l,J) U d(1, l,.j)i < 1, where 
{j,A = (2, 3). 
Case 2. Let A, + A, and A, + B1 + A, E p. Then by (ii) and from 
above we assume w.1.o.g. that X1 + A, and X1 + Y, + A, E /?, where 
X1 # Y, and X, and Y1 E St,(P) - {P). Now we have Table II. Since 
we can interchange the letters C and D in Table II, it leads to a contra- 
diction by arguments similar to those made in Case 1. Hence proof of (v) 
follows. 
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TABLE I 
TABLE II 
LEMMA 2.6. There exists a point P belonging to @ such that only 
(5, 5, 3)-tangential stigm system exists with respect to P. 
Proof Suppose that the lemma is false. Then because of Propositions 
1.9 and 1.12 and Lemma 2.4,there exist two lines of /3 through each point 
of fl, and also 3 a point P E p such that St,(P) = {P, A, , Bl, Cl, Dl>, 
St,(P) = {P, Ai , &}, where i = 2, 3 and P + X, # /3, VX, E St,(P) - {P}. 
Let &’ = <lJ=, St,(P)) and &’ = (h,(P) u {A, + A,, A, + AS}). Then 
&’ is a 5-space and &’ a 4-space. Let 1(X) and I’(X) denote two distinct 
lines of p through X, VX E /3. If X E p n Z;‘, then by Lemma 2.5 (i), at 
least one of the two lines 1(X) and I’(X) is contained in &‘. Suppose 
l(X) C 2$,‘, where X E j3 n &‘. Since &’ C .Zs’, I(X) n &’ # o. Since 
p + Xl $ B, vx, E&(P) - u% we have Z(X,) n (& - {P}) # B , 
VX, E St,(P) - (PI. Hence by Lemma 2.5(iii) and (v), we assume w.1.o.g. 
that KAJ = ~4, A, A, + A,), Q& = (4, 4, B, + I&J, I(G) = 
‘ic, , A, + A, > A, + C, + Ad, V,) = V%,4 + 4, A, + C, + 41. 
First, we assert that Z’(X,) $ Z;‘, VX, E St,(P) - {P). If possible, let 
I’(X,) C Z5’, for some X1 E f&(P) - {P}. Since l’(X,) n (Z4’ - {P}) f m , 
we get by Lemma 2.5 (iii) and (v) that 3X, E {A, , B& such that X1 + X, E j3, 
and also, I’(Y,) g Z;‘, VY, E St,(P) - {P, X,}. Since we can interchange 
the letters A and B and the letters C and D, we assume w.1.o.g. that 
X1 E {A,, C,] and X, = A,. Suppose X, = A, . Then A, + A, E /I. 
Since A, + A2 and A, + A, E /3, t(B, , Yl) n ({A, ,A, &I) = {A, + B,) 
and t(B, , Y,) n ((A,, A,, Bd) = {A, + B3), t/Y1 E {Cl, Dl>, whence it 
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follows from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 that VY, E :C, , D,], ; B, . 1’;; is a 
polarizing set with respect to zz,‘. Let I,, = (1, 2, 3,... n;. Let /‘(B1) :: 
(Z3-, S, , S,}, Z’(CJ == {C, , S,, S,,> and Z’(Q) = (Q , S, . S,;, where 
Si E /3 - ZsJr i E I, , Clearly, Si t fl - Ezj’ U TV, Vi E I, . Let I’( B3) 
denote a line of /3 through B, , which is different from 1 P, A:, . BJ. Since 
A, + A, E p, it follows from Lemma 2.5 (iii) and (v) I’(B,) g Z5’. Let 
I’(&) = {B, , S, S’>, where S E @ - zs’) n T,(P) and S’ E (/3 --- ,Es’) n 
TV. Note that S ${S, i i EZ&. Considering the distribution of points 
of fi - zs’ among pzi(Bl , X,), i = 1, 2, 3, VX, E {C, , Or>, we deduce 
from Lemma 2.5 (i) that 3i E (1,2} and j E (3,4, 5,6) such that Si = Sj . 
W.1.o.g. assume that S, = S, . Then considering the distribution of points 
of g - Es’ among pzi(Bl , C,), i = 1, 2, 3, we deduce from Lemma 2.5 (i) 
that / /3 - &,’ I = 5 and I{& / i E I,)1 = 4. Let zi denote the 5-space 
<St,(P) u {A* , S,)). Clearly, {Si I i E I,} C z; . By Lemma 2.5 (iv) and 
(v),Pn~~-~~c{A,,B,,A,+A,}. Since Ip-z;l 25 byPropo- 
sition 1.8, 3S,’ and S,’ E p - .&,’ v zi . At least one of S1’ and Sz’ is 
different from S. So, I /3 - zr,’ I > 6. This is a contradiction. Hence 
A, + A, $ /3. If C, + A, E p, then we can show that {D1 , X,} is a polarizing 
set with respect to zb’, VX, E (A, , B3; and also Z’(X) $ Es’, VX E {A, , Z+ , 
D, , B&. Then, arguing as before, we arrive at a contradiction. Hence 
U~l> SL &‘> VX, E St,(P) - {P}. Let Z’(A,) = {A, , S, , S,), Z’(B,) = 
{& , S3 , S$, l’(CJ = {Cl , S, , S6} and l’(&) = (4 . S, , S,j, where 
Si E fi - &,‘, i E Z8. Clearly, Si E /3 - 2;’ U TV, Vi E 1, . Let 
p’ = {S + S’ j S and S’ E /3 - &, u ,JP)). Now A, t A, E /3 + 
f(X, , Y, , X,> n ({A,, A,, B,)) = {A, + /$}, where X, = Y, . X1 and 
Y, E St,(P) - V’, A,), X, f  {A,, 4). Bl + 32 E b * tW, . Yl, X,) n 
({Bl , A,, B,}) = {B, + A,}, where X1 f Y, , X, and Y, E St,(P) - 
{P, Z&} and X, E {A,, &}. Hence VX, and V Yl E St,(P) - {P}. Xl + Y, , 
{X1 , YJ f {A, , B,), and VX, E {A,, &}, {X1 , Y, , X,) is a polarizing 
set with respect to zs’. Since ~1‘ c TV and <{X1 , Y, , X,>> n TV = 
WI , Yd), xl f Y,, xl and Y, E SW) - W, @‘, , J’,) f {A, , &I, 
and X, E {A, , BJ, we deduce from the distribution of points of /3 - Z;’ 
among pt(X, , Y, , A& i = 1,2, 3. that I*’ C (St,(P)) and 3i E Za and 
jg Z, - Z4 such that Si = Si . W.1.o.g. let i = 1 and j = 5; so S, = S, 
and hence A, = S, + S, and C, = S, + S, . Then t(B, , &) n 
<({Al, A,, -4) = {A, + 41 and t@, , &I n <is, , S, , S& = {A, + 
C, + S,}, whence it follows from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 that (B, , Dl> 
is a polorizing set with respect to the 5-space Z; , where Z; = (St,(P) u 
{As, S,}). Note that fi n Z5’ - & u G-~(P) C {A,, B3}. Since / p - & / Z 5 
by Proposition 1.8, 3 three distinct elements, say S,‘, S,’ and Si, in 
p - zs U (A, , B3). Since p’ 5 <St,(P)), S E /3 - Z;’ u TV 2 S E & . 
So, Si’ E TV, Vi E {I, 2. 3:. So, S;’ -i S,’ t r(P), i + ,j, Vi and k’j E Z, , 
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and X, + &’ E T@) - r(P), Vi E I3 , VX, E {A,, B3. By Lemma 2.5 (iii) 
and (iv) Bn~~‘nT1(P)-Z15C{A2+A3, A,+&} and Ifin&‘n 
.#J) - & 1 < 1. Hence we get a contradiction as we consider the distri- 
bution of points of /I - Zs among pzi(B1 , D1), i = I, 2, 3. Hence the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let P E fl, S&(P) = (P, Ai, B, , Ci, Di>, i = I, 2 and 
St,(P) = (P, A, , B3). Then (&, Sti(P)) is a 5-spare. Furthermore, if 
S, , S, , S, , and S, are four distinct points of j? - (ur=, S&(P)), then 
Si + Sj # Sk + SC , where {i, j, k, I} = { 1, 2, 3,4}. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.9, h,(P) # h,(P); so, 5 < dim( & S&(P)) < 6. 
If possible, let dim& St,(P)) = 6. Then &(P) n X,(P) = {P}. So, 
t(A,, 4, G , D,, 4 n ~dp) = O,(P) u {J&J>, for SOme X2 E 
St,(P) - {P} and hence X, = kP + Xl + A, , for some X, E St,(P) - {P}, 
k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Thus A, = kP + Xl + X, . Since A, + B3 = P 
and we can interchange the letters A, B, C, and D in each of the two given 
5-stigms, we assume w.1.o.g. that A, = A, + A, and B3 = P + A, + A, ; 
hence t(C*; D1 , C2 , D2) n ((P, A, , A,)) = @ ; but this is a contradiction. 
Hence (l-l,=, St,(P)) is a 5-space. 
Now let S, , S, , S, , and S, be four distinct points of /3 - & , where 
Zs == <&, St,(P)). If possible, let S, + S, = S, + S, . Then {S, + S, , 
S, + S, , S, + S,) is a line, say 1, contained in .& . Now it is easy to check 
that 34 C p n & such that d # ia and t(A) n I = o and hence 
t(o) n ({S, , Sz , S,}) = @, which is a contradiction. This completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let P E /3, St,(P) = {P, A( , Bi , Ci, Di} i = 1,2, St,(P) = 
{P, A,, B&, where A, + B, = A, + B, and A, = A, + C, , and Z5 = 
(&, St,(P)). Then: 
(i) VX, E {C, , Dl>, VXi E (Ai, BJ, i = 2,3, (Xl , X, , X,) is a 
polarizing set with respect to Z5 . 
(ii) If S, and S, are any two distinct points of fi - .&, and S, and 
S, E d(X,, &, X3), i E {1,2,3), Xl E {Cl, 41, Xi E 6% , 41, j = 2, 3, 
then S, + S2 E ({Xl , X2)>. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.7, Z5 is a 5-space. Let X1 E{C~, Dl}, 
X, E {A, , B,} and X, E {A, , B3}. Then t(X, , X, , X,) does not meet either 
the line {A,, C, , A,) or the line {B, , D, , B3}; so, t(Xl , X, , X,) g & . 
Also, 3Uz E (Ai , Bi}, i E {1,2j, such that t(X, , X, , X,> n ((P, lJ, , U,}) = 
{P + U,}, where ({X1, X, , X, , P + U,}) is a 3-space. Hence by Propo- 
sitions 1.6 and 1.7, (X, , X2 , X3} is a polarizing set with respect to Z5 . 
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(ii) Let Si E p - Zs , i = 1, 2, A’, E {C, , DJ, A’, E {A,, I?,} and 
X, E {A,, &}. Let S, and S, E psi(X1 , X, , X,), i E { 1,2, 3). Then S, + S, E 
({X, , X, , X,)). Since A1 + C, = A, E /3, it follows from Lemma 2.3 
that X, + X, , X, + X, and Xi + X, + X, are all attenuation points with 
respect to Z; . Hence to prove that S, + S, E f{X, , X,}\, it is enough to 
show that S, + S, $ {A,, &}. If possible, let S, + S, E (A,, &}. W.1.o.g. 
assume that S, + S, = A,. By Proposition 1.8, 1 p - Es 1 > 5, let S, , 
S, and S, be three distinct points of ,B - Z; u {S, , S,]. Since A, + C, = 
A,E~ and S,+S, = A,, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that Si + Sj $ 
((X1 , X,)), Vi E (1, 2) and Vj E (3, 4, 5}. Thus, by considering the distri- 
bution of S’s first among pj(C, , A, , B3), j = 1, 2, 3 and then among 
p&D, , B2, &J, j = 1, 2, 3, we arrive at a contradiction by Lemmas 2.3 
and 2.7. This completes the proof of (ii). 
LEMMA 2.9. Let P E p, St,(P) = {P, Ai , Bi , Ci , Dj}, i = 2, 3 and 
St,(P) = {P, A,, I$}, where A, + B, = A, + B, and A, = A, + C, , 
and Xl E (Cl , Dl}, Xi E {Ai , I$}, i E (2, 3). If 3 only (5, 5, 3)-tangential 
stigm system with respect to P, then Vi E (1, 2, 33, psi(Xl , X, , X,) contains 
at most two elements Of p - (iJ=, St<(P))* 
Proof. Let Zr, = (&St,(P)). Es is a 5-space by Lemma 2.7. Also, 
by Lemma 2.8, {X, , X, , X,) is a polarizing set with respect to Zs . If 
possible, let S, , S, , and S, be three distinct points of j3 - Z; such that 
Si E pi(C, , As , A3), i = 1, 2, 3, and j E { 1,2, 3). By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 
and by rearranging the suffixes of SI’s, we assume w.1.o.g. that 
S, + SZ = C, , S, + S, = AZ and S, + S, = C, + AZ, where S, E 
TV - n(P), S, E Q-~(P) - n(P) and S, E TV - n(P). By Proposition 1.8, 
I ,!I - Zs I > 5. Let S, and S, E p - Z; u {S, , S, , S,}. Now ({C, , A,}) n 
({Q , B,}) = %; so, by Lemma 2.8, we assume w.1.o.g. that Si E 
pZi(D, , B, , A&, i = 1, 2, 3. Again, Si E p&D1 , B2 , As), i E (4,5), and 
j E {l 2, 3). So, Vj E (4, 51, Si + Sj E ((Dl , B,}), for some i E (1, 2, 31, 
by Lemma 2.8. Assert that S, + Sj $ ((& , B,}), Vj E (4, 5). If possible, 
let S, + Si E ({Dl , BB}), j E (4, 5). Since S, E TV - n(P), S, + Sj E 
(0,) B,). But S, + Sj = D, = t(P, B,) n ({S, , S, , S,}) = %, and 
S, + Sj = B, 2 t(P, BP) n ({S, , S, , S,)) = o, but this leads to a 
contradiction. Hence S, + Sj # ((& , B,}), Vj E (4, 5). Again, assert that 
S, + Sj 4 ({D1 , B,}), Vj E (4, 5). If possible, let S, + Sj E ({& . B,}), 
for some j E (4, 5). Since S, E T@) - {P}, S, + Sj E {& , D, + B,). 
But SZ + Sj = D, + B, * S, + ST = P[*: S, + S, = Cl + A,] =s 
{P, S, , Si} is a line of /I in TV =+ existence of (5, 3, 3)-tangential stigm 
system with respect to P, which contradicts our hypothesis. W.1.o.g. 
assume that S, + S, E ({& , B,)); then it follows from above that 
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S, + S, = D, , and by Lemma 2.1, S, + S, $ ({Dl , B,}). So, S, + S, E 
({Dl , B,)). Since S, E T#‘) - r(P), S, + S, E {B, , D, + Bz}. But 
S, + S, = D, + B, * S, + S, = P [ *: Sz + S, = C, + A,] z- {P, S, , SJ 
is a line of p in TV 3 existence of a (5, 3, 3)-tangential stigm system with 
respect to P, which contradicts our hypothesis. Hence S, + S, = B, ; 
but S, + S, = D1 and S, + S, = C, + A2 ; hence S, + S, = P and 
{P, S, , S,} is a line of fl in -r3(P). Now considering the distribution of the 
points in /3 - Z; among pJ(C, , A,, A& j = 1, 2, 3, we deduce from 
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 (ii) that I /3 - Z6 / = 5. So, /I - & = (S, , S, , 
& , s, , &>, where TV n CP - &5) = {&I. tit Z; = <W) u {Al + &I); 
Z2 is 3-space in r(P). Let Zt, i = 1, 2, 3, be the three 4-space which is 
on Z; and in TV, but not in r(P). W.1.o.g. assume that Zdl = (St,(P) u 
{S,}). Then xd:pi is a tangent of P, Vi E(2, 3). Let TV’, TV’ and TV’ be the 
three 5-space on xa2, where w.1.o.g. T*’ = TV. Let {P, A,, B3} C Ti’ 
and {P, S, , S,> C Tj’y where i and j E (1, 2, 3). Assert that {i,j) = (2, 3). 
Clearly, i # 1, j i 1. If possible, let i = j. Since S, and A, E TV, 
S, + A, E r(P) and hence S, + A, E Zd2 n r(P) = .& . So, (S, + As) + 
(A, $- S,) E A,(P). But, S, + S, = B2 and A, = A, + C, . So, 
B, + C, E X,(P), whence h,(P) = h,(P); this contradicts Proposition 1.8. 
Hence {i,j} = (2, 3). So, 3 a (5, 3, 3)-tangential stigm system with respect 
to P, which is contrary to our hypothesis. This contradiction is because 
of the assumption that S, + Sj E ({DI , B,}), for some j E {4,5}. Hence, 
S2 + si tf ((4 , B2)), W E (4, 51. SO, ss + sj E ((4 , B&), ‘Y’j E (4, 5). 
Since S, E TV - r(P), S, + Si E {B2 , D, + B,), Vj E {4,5>. By Lemma 2.7, 
we assume w.1.o.g. that S, + S, = B, and S, + S, = D, + B2. Since 
S2 + S, = C, + A2, S, + S, = P. So, {P, S, , S,> is a line of /3 in TV. 
Thus we get a (5, 3, 3)-tangential stigm system with respect to P; but this 
is contrary to our hypothesis. Hence Vi E { 1,2, 3}, psi(C, , A, , AJ contains 
at most two elements of /3 - Z; . Similarly, we show that VX, E {C, , Dl}, 
Vx2 E {A2 , B2) and Vx, E {A, ,BJ, each p3Vl , x2 , x3), j E &2,3), 
contains at most two elements of p - Zs . This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let P E /I and St,(P) = (P, Ai, Bi , Cc, Di} i = 1,2 
and St,(P) = {P, A,, B3}. If 3 only (5, 5, 3)-tangential stigm system with 
respect to P, then St,(P) g (& St,(P)). 
Proof. Let & = <&, St,(P)); & is a 5-space by Lemma 2.7. Clearly, 
Al(P) n h,(P) is a line through P. W.1.o.g. assume that A, + Bl = A, + B, 
and C, + D, = C, + D, . If possible, let St,(P) C Z6 . Since we can inter- 
change the letters A and B, the letters C and D and the sets {Ai , Bi} and 
lci 3 Di>v i = 1, 2, we assume w.1.o.g. that A, = A, + C2 and 
B, = BI + D, by Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.8, (X, , X2 , X,} is a polarizing 
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set with respect to & , VX, E {C, , Dl}, VX, E (A, , B,} and VX, E {A, , &). 
ByProposition1.8,1P-ZsI >5.LetSiE/z-Zs,i= 1,2,3,4,5;and 
Si # Sj, i # j, i, j E {l, 2, 3, 4, 5). Assert that Si + Si # {C, , D, , A2 , B,), 
where i and j are any two distinct elements of {l? 2, 3, 4, 5). If possible, 
let S, + S3 = C1 . Because of Lemma 2.9, we can assume w.1.o.g. that 
S, and Sz E p2(C,, AZ, AZ) and S, and S, E P~~(C~, A?, A,). Since 
S, + Sz = C1, we have by Lemma 2.7 and 2.8, S, + S, E (A*, C, A At). 
Let us consider the distribution of S,‘s among pi(D, , B, , A& j = 1, 2, 3. 
Since ({C, , AZ})) n ({Dl , B2}) = L: r and xf=, Si E ((C, , A,}), we can 
rearrange the suffixes of S’s and assume w.1.o.g. that S1 and S, E 
pi(D, , B, , AJ and S, and S, E pd(D, , B, , As), where i + j, 
i,j~ {1,2, 31. So, S, + S, and Sz + S, E ({D, , B3}). Note that S, + S, F 
Sz + S, by Lemma 2.7. Now we have Table III. Because of Table III, we 
arrive at a contradiction by Lemma 2.9. Hence, S, + Sz # C, . Similarly, 
we can show that Si + S, $ {C, , D, , A, , B,), i f j, Vi, j E {l, 2,3,4, 5). 
Now considering the distribution of S’s among p$(C, , A2 , As), we get, 
byLemma2.8and2.9,that3i,j,kandZEfl,2,3,4,5)suchthatSi+S,= 
Sk + S1 = C, + A, , which contradicts Lemma 2.7. Hence St,(P) c zs . 
This completes the proof. 
TABLE III 
s, + s3 s, + s5 
D, 
B, 
D, + & DI 
D1 + B, B, 
& 
B* 
D, + B, 
Remark 
~S~,S,,S,}CP,~(D,,A,,A,),~E{~,~,~~. 
{s,,s,,S,)cp,‘(C,,B,,A,),i~(1,2.3:. 
U,, BJ n !{S, , S, , &I> = Q 
W’, 01) n <is, , S, , &I) = g 
V, 4) n WI, S, , &I> = 0 
w. A,) n w, , s, 1 S,)> = G 
Uz, BA n ({St, S, , &I> = m 
Let P E /3 and St,(P) = (P, A, , Bi , Ci , Di}, i = 1, 2 and St,(P) = 
(P, A,, B,}, where Al + B, = A2 + B, and St,(P) g (Us=, St,(P)>. Let 
& = (&, St,(P)). By Lemma 2.7, Zb is a 5-space. Let d,(i, X3) = 
{Xi + X, 1 Xi E {Ai , Bi}}, i E { 1,2} and X, E (A,, BJ and d,(i, X,) = 
{J’i + xa I xi E (Ci , Di}>, i E {l, 2}, xa E {Aa, Ba}. 
Using the above notations, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. (9 I P n (U$ 46, &N < 1, Vx3 E (4 q 41 and 
Vi E { 1, 2). 
(ii) I /3 n (O,(i, X,) u O,(j, XJ)l < 1, VX, E {A, , B3) and (i,.j) = 
u,21. 
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Proof. (i)-(ii). Let A, + A, E 8. Then t(Y1 , Z,) n ({A, , X1 , A3}) = 
WI + 4, where WI, Y, , ZJ = Q4, G , Dd; also, t(B, , Yz) n 
WI 2 x2 9 41) = {X2 + 41, where (X, , Y2) = {C, , Dz). Thus both 
X1 + A, and X, + A, are not points of /?, VX, E {& , C, , D1} and 
VX, E {C, , D,}. Now interchanging the letters A and B, the letters C and D, 
and the sets (A, , Bi} and {Ci , DJ, i = 1, 2, the proof of (i)-(ii) follows. 
Let P be a point of /I such that only (5, 5, 3)-tangential stigm system 
exists with respect to P. Let S&(P) = {P, Ai, Bi , Ci , Di}, i = 1,2 
and St,(P) = {P, A,, B3), and & = (&, St,(P)). Note that P + Xi $ p, 
VXi E {Ai, Bi , Ci, Di}, i = 1,2; and by Lemma 2.7, Es is a 5-space. 
Clearly, h,(P) n h,(P) is a line through P. So, w.1.o.g. assume that 
A, + B, = A, + 4. Let rr’ = z6 n TV. Clearly, R-’ is a Cspace. 
Let TV’, TV’ and TV’ be the three 5-spaces on 7~‘. W.1.o.g. assume that TV’ = ,Es 
By Lemma 2.10, S&(P) $ TV’. W.1.o.g. assume that St,(P) C TV’. Note 
that n’ n St,(P) = {P}. By Proposition 1.4, there exists an odd stigm of /3 
m TV’; and let St’ denote this odd stigm of p in TV’. In the following lemmas 
(Lemmas 2.12-2.17) we use the above notations and analyze St’. 
LEMMA 2.12. (i) St’ $7~‘. 
(ii) Letd ={kP+Xl+X,~Xi~{Ai,Bi)orXi~{Ci,Di},i~{1,2}, 
k = 0 or 1 (mod 2)). 1fX E d and 1 is a line of /3 through X, then I C Z5 . 
(iii) Zf Xi E{A~, Bi} and Yi E(C~, DJ, i = 1, 2, then neither 
P + Xl + X, nor P + Y, + Yz belongs to /3. 
Proof. (i) Proof of (i) follows from the Lemmas 2.4 and 2.10. 
(ii) Since we can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D, 
and the sets {A, B} and {C, D}, we assume w.1.o.g. that {kP + Al + AZ, 
S, , S,} is a line of /I, k = 0, or 1 (mod 2). Suppose (ii) is not true. Then 
by (i), Si E /3 n TV’ - d, Vi E (1, 2}, and for some j E (2, 3). Now 
4 + A2 E B * t(G , D1 , G) n ({A,, A,, B,)) = {A, + B,), whence it 
follows that {C, , D, , C,} is a polarizing set with respect to Z; and both 
A, + C, + B, + C, and A, + C, + Bz + D, are attenuation points 
with respect to & . Again P + A, + A, E /3 3 t(Cl , D, , C,) n 
({A,, AZ, Bz}) = (A, + A,}, whence it follows that {C, , D, , C,} is a 
polarizing set with respect to Z; and both A, + C, -t AZ + C, and 
A, + C, + AZ + Dz are attenuation points with respect to Z; . We have 
A, + B3 = P and S, + S, = kP + A, + AZ, k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). So, 
considering the distribution of A, , 4, Sl , and & among &CC1 , 4 , G), 
i = 1,2, 3, and if necessary, rearranging the suffixes of S’s and inter- 
changing A, and B3, we deduce that S, + A, E ({Cl , D, , C,)). Hence 
by our earlier remark and by Lemma 2.3, we get that either S, + A, or 
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S, + B, is a point, say Y, of Z;, where Y is an attenuation point 
with respect to Zr, . This is a contradiction, This completes the proof 
of (ii). 
(iii) Suppose (iii) is not true. Since we can interchange the letters 
A and B, the letters C and D, and the sets (A, B) and {C, D}, we assume 
w.1.o.g. that P + A, + A, E /3. By Proposition 1.9 and Lemma 2.4, at 
least one of St,(P + Al + A,), i = 1, 2, 3, is a line, say I, of p. 
By (ii), I C Zh . Since P + Xi $8, VXi E (Ai, Bi , Ci, Di}, i = 1, 2, it 
follows from Lemma 2.3 that I $ Zs . So, we arrive at a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.13. St’ is not a 3-stigm. 
Proof. If possible, let St’ be a 3-stigm. Then by Lemma 2.7 and 2.12, 
and by interchanging the letters A and B, the letters C and D, the sets 
{A, B) and {C, D> and the suffixes 1 and 2 of St,(P), we assume w.1.o.g. 
that St’={A,+C,,S,,S,), where SiE/3nT3’-k, i=l,2. But 
A, + G E P a tU4 , x, , &> n G-4 , G , &D = {Al + 41, W E 
(C, , Dl)> VX, E {A, , B,), whence it follows that VX, E {C, ,Dlj and 
VX, E {A, , B,}, {B, , X, , X,) is polarizing set with respect to Z; . Now 
A, + B3 = P and S, + S, = A, + C2. So, considering the distribution 
of A,, B, , S, , and S, among pzi(B1, C1 , A,), i = 1, 2, 3 and if necessary, 
rearranging the suffixes of S,‘s and interchanging A, and B3 , we deduce 
that S,+A,E{B,,C,,A,,B,+C,+A,}. So, S,+A,=&, for, 
otherwise, it would follow from Lemma 2.3 that either S, + A, or S, + B3 
is a point, say Y, of Zs , where Y is an attenuation point with respect to 
z 5. Hence S, + A3 = B, , S, + B, = P + B, , S, + A, = P + D, 
and S, + B, = D, . Let E6’ = ({A,, B, , C, , D, , CZ , As}). Note that 
,Zb‘ is a 5-space and Si E Z;‘, i = 1,2. Since P + Xi $ fl, VXi E St,(P) - {P}, 
i = 1, 2, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 1 fi n Zh - Z6’ 1 < 4. But 
[p-z;‘] 25. so, 3sEp-&u.q,‘. Again, considering the distri- 
bution of A,, B, , S, , S, , and S among pi(B, , Cl, X2), i = 1,2,3, 
VX, E (A, , Bb, we deduce that 3 Yi E (S, , SZ , A, , B,}, i = 1,2 such that 
S + Y, E {A,, 4 + C, + A,, Bl + A,, C, + A,) and S + Y, E 
{&a 3 B, i- C, + 4, B1 + Bz , C, + &I. Since ({B, , Cl, A,)) n 
@,,C,,B,D -&’ = a, Y, f Y,. So, Y, + Y, = U + V, where 
U E ({B, , C1 , AZ}) - Z6’ and V E ({B, , C1 , B,)) - Z;‘. Note that 
Y, + Y2 E (P, A, + C2 , B, , D, , P + B, , P + 4) and U + V E 
{A, + B1 , A, + C1 , A, , P + Dl}, which leads to a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let Si E p n TV’ - n’, i = 1. 2. 
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(i) If S, + S, = Xi + Yi Xi E {Ai, B,}, Yi E (Ci , Di}, i E {1,2}, 
then S, = Ui + X3 and S, = Vi + Y, , where (X, , Y,> = {A,, B,} and 
{Ui ) vi> = SQP) - {P, xi ) Yi}. 
(ii) Ifs, + Sz = Xi + Yi , where {Xi , Yi} = {Ai , Bi} or (Xi , Yi} = 
{Ci , Di}, i E { 1, 2}, then S, = Uj + X3 and S, = Vj + Y3, where 
(X3, Ys} = {A, , B&, Uj and Vj E St,(P), j E (1, 2) and Uj + Vi = 
P + Xi + Yi * 
Proof. Since Si E r3’ - n’, i = 1, 2, A, and B, E r2’ - d, Si + X3 E 
2; - d, Vi E (1,2} and VX, E {A, , B3}. 
(i) Since we can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D 
and the suffixes 1 and 2 of S&(P), we can assume w.1.o.g. that S, + S, = 
A, + C,. Assert that Si + X3 E (St,(P)) - T’, Vi E { 1, 2) and 
VX, E {A,, B3}. If the assertion is false, then 3k E (1,2), X3 E {A,, B3} 
such that Sk + X3 = Xi + Yi + Xi , for some Xi E {Ai , Bi}, Yi E {Ci , Di}, 
and Xj ~Stj(p) - {PI, and (i,j} = (1,2}; w.1.o.g. assume that k = 1 
and X,=A,. Now 81 + A, E {A, + C, + A,, A, + C, + CJ =+ 
VI > D, 2 B, > DA n W, , $3 41) = m; S, + A, E {B, + C, + A,, 
4 + G + ‘$1 3 W4 34 , A, , CJ n W, , S, , A& = .a ; S, + A, E 
64 + A, + G, Cl + A, + Cd * f(&, D,, AZ, Cd n WI, 
4, A& = .@; SI + A, E (4 + -4 + G, 4 + -4 + C,) * 
t(B1 ,D, , A,, D,) n ({S, , S, , A,}) = m. In this way we can show that 
if S, J- A, = Xi + Yi + Xj , X, E {Ai, BJ, Yi E {Ci , Di}, Xj E S$(P) - {P}, 
{i, j} = (1, 2}, then we can find d C /? such that ,4 f o and t(d) n 
((S, , S, , A,}) = ia; but this is a contradiction. So, the assertion is true, 
i.e., Si + X3 E (St,(P)) - 7r’, ViE{l,2) and VX3~{A3,B3}. Now by 
Lemma 2.11 the proof of (i) follows. 
(ii) Since A, + B, = A, + B, , C, + D, = C, + D, and we can 
interchange the sets {A, B} and {C, D}, we can assume w.1.o.g. that 
S, + S, = A, + B, . Assert that Si + X, E (Stj(P)) - {P}, Vi E { 1, 2}, 
VX, E {A,, B3} and for some j E (1,2}. Suppose the assertion is not true. 
Then w.1.o.g. we assume that S, + A, = Xi + Yi + Xj, for SOme 
xi E {Ai , &I, Yi E {Ci , Di}, Xi E Stj(P) - (PI, {i,j} = (1, 2). NOW 
S, + A, = A, + Cl + X2, X2 E St,(P) - (P> + t(Cl , D, , X,) n 
({S, , S, , As}) = ia. Similarly, we can show that if S, + A, = Xi + 
5 + Xj , Xi E (-4 , &I, Yi E {G , IA>, Xi E L%(P) - {PI, {i, j} = { 1,2}, 
then 34 C ,8 n Z5 such that d # .@ and t(o) n ((S, , S, , A3}) # o, 
but this is a contradiction. Hence the assertion is true. Now by Lemma 2.11 
the proof of (ii) follows. 
LEMMA 2.15. If St’ is a 5-stigm, then / St’ n 4 1 = 3. 
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Proof. Suppose it is false. Then by Lemma 2.12 (i), / St’ n x’ ~ = 1. 
Let St’={X,S,,S,,S,,S,}, where XEj3nd and SiEfln~3’-k, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let X’ = (St’) n 7-r’. Assert that X # P. If possible, let 
X = P. Then by Lemma 10, (St,(P) u St’>, is a 5-space. So h’ n h,(P) 
is a line, through P. But X’ = {Si + Sj j i i j, i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4}. Now 
by Lemma 2.11 and 2.14, we at once arrive at a contradiction. So, X i P. 
Since we can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D, the sets 
{A, BJ and {C, D], and the suffixes 1 and 2 of Sti(P), we assume w.1.o.g. 
that X E (A, + A, , A, + C,>. Since X’ is a 2-space, it follows that 
X’ n h<(P) # o, Vi E (1, 2). W.1.o.g. let S, + S, E h’ n h,(P). Assert that 
S, + S, $ {P, A, + B, , C, , Or}. By Lemma 2.13, S, + S, # P. S, + S, E 
{A, + Bl , C, + I&} => S, + S, is a point, say Y, where Y is an attenuation 
point with respect to zs (by Lemma 2.3); but this is not possible. Hence 
S, + S, E h,(P) - {P, A, + B, , C, + III}. Similarly, 3i,j~(l, 2, 3, 4}, 
i # j, such that Si + Sj E h,(P) - {P, A, + Bz , C, + D2]. Clearly, 
(i,j} + {I, 2) and {i,j) # (3, 4}, since h,(P) # h,(P) and XE (A, + A,, 
Al + C,>. Rearranging the suffixes of S’s, we can assume w.1.o.g. that 
S, + S, E X,(P) - {P, AZ + B, , C, + 02). Suppose S, + Sz = A, + Cl . 
By Lemma 2.11, we assume w.1.o.g. that S, = B, + A, and S, = D, + B3. 
So, S, E TV - T(P). Again, S, + S, = X, + Y, , where X, E (A,, B,) 
and Y, E {C, , D,}. So, by Lemma 2.11, S, = 2, + X, , for some 
Z2 E St,(P) - {P, X, , Y,}; hence S, E TV - T(P), which is a contra- 
diction. Hence S, + S, # A, + C, . Similarly, we show that S, I S, # X,(P), 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.16. St’ is not a 5-stigm. 
Proof. If possible, let St’ be a 5-stigm. Then by Lemma 2.15, 
I St’ n r’ 1 = 3. Let St’ = {X, Y, Z, S, , S,}, where X, Y, Z E /3 n n’ and 
Si E /3 n r3’ - r’, i = 1,2. Since we can interchange the letters A and B, 
the letters C and D, the sets (A, B} and {C, D>, and the sufExes 1 and 2 
of Sti(P), it is enough to consider the following cases (by Lemmas 2.12 (iii), 
and 2.3 (ii) and (iii)). 
1. St’=(P,Al+A,,A,+Cz,S~,Sz} 
2. St’ ={P,A, + Az, C, + C,,S,,S,} 
3. St’ = V’, A, + G , C, + A,, S, , SJ 
4. St’={A,+A,,A,+C,,C,+A,,S,,S,) 
5. St’=(A,+A,,C,+C,,A,+C,,S,,S,} 
Case 1. S, + S, = B, + D, . But t(P, Cl) n (({A, , AZ , B,}) = 
{A, + &I and t(P, Cd n <{A, , Cs , D,)) = {A, + Dz}, whence B, + D, E 
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t(P, C,). So, B, + Dz is an attenuation point with respect to Z; . Hence 
we arrive at a contradiction. 
Case 2. S, + S, = B, + D, + Az + Cz . But t(P, C, , DJ n 
((A, , AZ, B,)) = {A, + B,), whence it follows that B, + D, + A, + C, 
is an attenuation point with respect to Z; . This leads to a contradiction. 
Case 3. S, + S, = Bl + D, + A, + C, . But 0, Cl7 4) n 
({A,, C, , Dz}) = {A, + D,), whence it follows that B, + D, + A, + C, 
is an attenuation point with respect to Z; . This leads to a contradiction. 
Case 4. S, + S, = Cl + C, . Now t(B, , Cl, A,) n ({A, , C, , Dz)) = 
{A, + Dz}, whence we deduce that P + C, is an attenuation point with 
respect to & and {Bl , C, , A,} is a polarizing set with respect to zs. 
Now considering the distribution of S, , S, , A, and B, among 
p,i(B, , C, , A,), i = 1,2, 3, we deduce that 3i E {1,2} and X, E {A,, B3) 
such that Si + X, E (Bl , Cl , A, , B, + Cl + A,}. W.1.o.g. let S, + A, E 
04, G , A,, B, + C, + A,). 
So, s,+A,~04+G+Cz, C,, G+A,+C,, B,+A,+C,). 
Since A, + Cz and C, + A, E p, B, + C, + Cz , C, + As + C, and 
B, + A, + C, are all attenuation points with respect to Z; by Lemma 2.3. 
So, S, + A, = C, and hence S, + B, = P + C2. But P + Cz is an 
attenuation point with respect to & . This leads to a contradiction. 
Case 5. Si + S, = C, + A,. Now t(B, , D, , A,) n ({A,, C, , D,}) = 
(A, + D,}, whence we deduce that (B, , D, , A,) is a polarizing set with 
respect to zh . Considering the distribution of S, , S, , A, , and B, among 
psi(B, , D, , AJ, i = 1, 2, 3, and using Lemma 2.3, we deduce that 
3i E (1,2) and X, E (A,, B3) such that Si + X, = D1. Rearranging the 
suffixes of S’s and interchanging the letters A and B, we have 
S, + A, = D1, then S, + A, = P + B, , S, + B, = P + D, and 
S, + B3 = B, . Let zs’ = ({A,, Bl, C, , D1, AZ, As)). Si and X, E ,Es’, 
Vi E {1,2} and VA’, E {A,, B3). By Lemma 2.3, / /3 n Z5 - Z;’ 1 < 4. 
Hence 3S E /3 - Z; v &‘, since / /3 - zsf 1 3 5. Now considering the 
distribution of S, , S, , A, , B3 , and S among p2(B, , D1 , A& we conclude 
that S + Z E ({B, , D, , A,}) for some Z E {S, , S, , A,, B3}, whence it 
follows that S E zr,‘; but this is a contradiction. Thus in each case we arrive 
at a contradiction. Hence St’ is not a 5-stigm. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.17. St’ is not a 7-stigm. 
Proof. If possible, let St’ be a 7-stigm. Let Xi E {Ai, Bi} and 
Yi E {Ci , Di}, i = 1, 2. Then assert that neither Xi + X, nor Y, + Yz 
belongs to St’. Suppose Al + AZ ES~‘. Then none of the two lines 
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{A, + A,, A,, A,} and (A, + A,, B, , B,) is in <St’> = TV’. So, by Propo- 
sition 1.10, we arrive at a contradiction. Similarly, we show that X, + X, 
and Y, + Y, $ St’, VXi E {Ai , &} and V Yi E {Ci , Di}, i = 1, 2. Assert that 
1 St’ n 7r’ 1 = 3. Suppose the assertion is not true. Then by Lemma 2.3 
it follows that / St’ n T’ j = 1. Let St’ = (X, S, , Sz , S, , S, , S, , S,], 
where XE/~~V+ and Si~pnr3’~7rTT), i= 1,2,3,4,5,6. Because of 
Proposition 1.9, /? r\ n’ - (P] # o . Let YE /I n 7r’ - (PI. Then at least 
one of the two points P and Y will be the sum of two or four &‘s; but this 
contradicts the Lemmas 2.13 and 2.16. Hence 1 St’ n 7~’ I = 3. Since 
we can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D, the sets 
(A, B) and {C, D}, and the suffixes 1 and 2 of St,(P), we assume w.1.o.g. 
that St’=(P,A,+C,,C,+A,,S,,S,,S,,S,}. Then S,+SzT 
S, + S, = B, + D, + AZ + C, . Let X’ = ((S, + S, , S, + S, , S, + &}::.. 
Then X’ is a 2-space in r’. So, h’ n A<(P) # % , Vi E {1,2}. Rearranging the 
suffixes of &‘s, we can assume that S, + S, E h,(P). Assert that S, + S, $ 
(P, A, + B, , C, + 03. By Lemma 2.13, S, + S, + P. Suppose S, + S, = 
A,+&. Then S,+S,=A,+D,+A,+C,; but C,+A,E/~* 
t(P, A,, C,) n ({C, , D, , A,)) = {DI + A,}, whence we deduce that 
A, + D, + A, + C, is an attenuation point with respect to Z; , which 
leads to a contradiction. So, S, + S, # A, + B, . Similarly, we show that 
S, + Sz i C, + D, . Thus, S, + S, E X,(P) - (P, A, + 4 , C, + 01:. 
Let S, + Sz = A, + C, . Since &, Si = B1 + D, + A2 + C, , 
S, + S, = Bz + Dz . By Lemmas 2.11 and 2.14 (i) we can assume w.1.o.g. 
that S, = B, + A, , S, = D, + B, , S, = A, + A,, and S, = C, + B3. 
So, S, + S, = A, + Dz ; but A, + Dz is an attenuation point with respect 
to /3, since A, + CZefl (by Lemma 2.3 (ii)). So we arrive at a contradiction. 
Thus S, + S, # A, + C, . Similarly, we can show by Lemmas 2.11, 
2.14 (i) and 2.3 (ii) that S1 + S, 6 h,(P) - {P, A, + BI , C, + Dl>. But 
this is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Now, we state and prove the main result. 
THEOREM. A 6-dimensional tangential 2-block does not exist in PG(6,2). 
Proof. If possible let /3 be a 6-dimensional tangential 2-block in 
PG(6,2).ByLemmas2.6, 2.10,2.13, 2.16,and2.17, wearriveat acontra- 
diction. This completes the proof. 
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